Loving the environment starts with loving where we live…

1. Explore
Simply head out into the area where
you live and see what you can find

4. research
when you are home, see if you can
find out more about the things you
found

2.

list

3. draw

list anything of interest from a cool
building to a special tree

5. map

6. share

draw this out onto a lovely colourful
map (see below for inspiration)

What wildlife did you see along the way?

take some sketches or use a camera to
take some photos of the points of
interest

make sure you let others see and
enjoy your wonderful work to inspire
them to enjoy your area

Did you spot anything that you hadn’t noticed before?

What things might improve the area where you live? Who could you share these thoughts with?

Why not look at these guys for inspiration…

Each map is decorated with an eye-catching fantasy theme
and they send your children on a treasure hunt to find
statues, carvings, quirky signs and fascinating features
around a local town.

Daniel told The Ink Bin that “It's a
slice of old-fashioned fun that gets
families outdoors and working as a
team. It's the perfect way to get
young kids off their devices, out of
the house and exploring their local
area in a way that's safe for our
locked-down times."

Every adventure covers an area of around one mile so they
are manageable for little legs, and each takes no more than
two hours to complete.
Maps are outdoors and cover public spaces,
with treasures easy to spot from a distance, making them
an ideal family activity during lockdown.
As well as providing a little escapism, they're also a great
source of local history as the back of every map includes
bitesize facts about the town, alongside clues if you’re
struggling to find any treasures.

